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Capris Shorts Shorts Joggers Sports Bra Thin Tees Long Sleeves Dress Maternity Bottoms &amp; Nurturing Tops Neging Sports Bra Accessories Gift Cards Sell SKIN CARDLESS LUX SCULPT STYLE LUX LITE BIC Sport takes over SIC in a global marketing merger to raise both brands even higher! Global PartnerV move, which both defines BIC Sport as one of the leading
brands in the industry to stand up rowing and solidify SIC from previously stubborn ground, BIC Sport signs a new global agreement on global trademark rights SIC. Happy smiles all around at the merger forces of these two great brands: BIC Sport and SIC. Get out of here, team! BIC Sport took on SIC in a global rights package in a move this past weekend that rocketed through
the stand up rowing industry, BIC Sport reached an agreement with FLOW Sports, Inc. for global rights to operate, market and sell SIC (Sandwich Island Composite) stand up rowing products. Flow Sports, Inc., owner of SIC, has confirmed that it has completed a global deal with BIC Sport, the world's leading water sports company, for more than 35 years. This merger promises a
bright future for SIC as a premium, performance stand up rowing in the BIC portfolio. BIC Sport's global marketing reach also promises that SIC will now become available to more than 90 countries worldwide. In short, BIC Sport goes BIG with SIC! BIC Sport proudly adds SIC to its portfolio, which allows us to offer this iconic and prestigious brand within our family of brands. This
business captures BIC Sport with a superior, performance brand with world-class products from recreational paddle enthusiasts to the most elite rowers in the world, says Thierry Verneuil – president of BIC Sport. SIC already hosts such elite performers and ambassadors as brands such as Seychelle Hattingh, Kody Kerbox, Jeremy Riggs, Caio Vaz and Lina Augaitus. This brand
consolidation brings a level of performance in BIC previously unsed. Everybody wins! SIC signs at w BIC Sport for global SIC marketing are looking forward to a bright future with BIC Sport! Anthony Scaturro, President and CEO of FLOW Sports, Inc. proclaimed: 'I couldn't be happier with this deal. I have always admired BIC Sport's commitment to the water sports market and that
sport is accessible to the entry level to a recreational enthusiast. Their success in water sports is undeniable. Scaturro went on to say: 'I had the privilege of visiting a factory in France and I was blown away by the state of the art technology that BIC Sport uses to produce its products. I think we can learn a lot from each other. Visit www.sicmaui.com to learn more about the SIC
brand and its products. Find out in the upcoming series of live studio shows, interviews, movies, and documentaries. Watch Trailer Sports will be back. The crowds will be coming again. And we'll be there with you. Watch Now A FloSports Original Feature highlights the danger of extreme weight cutting. Watch the trailer U.S. National Coed Team at the 2019 ICU World
Championships, they go for gold. Watch the Join the Blue Devils trailer at their January camp as they prepare for the upcoming DCI season. Check out the Trailer Story of america's new jiu-jitsu heartland breeding its kind of champion. Watch the trailer See how the youngest major PBA winner has overcome a troubled past to solidune as one of the most recognizable PBA stars.
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